Brock, Patricia
Lesson Plan – One Use of Alice Worlds
For Use in Accounting Classroom
Grade 10-12

Standard
Utilize accounting tools-strategies-and systems to maintain-monitor-control-and plan the use of financial resources

Benchmark:
1.1 Classify-Record-and summarize financial data

Lesson Plan:
Objective: 1: Students will be able to state the accounting equation
Objective 2: Students will be able to define the term “assets”
Objective 3: Students will be able to give examples of “assets”

Overview of use with Alice:

I want to be able to utilize a medium other than lecture and PowerPoints to get across the concept of what “assets” encompass. Students tend to be visual learners, and with Accounting, assets are the first of the accounts students work with.

Teacher-created Alice Worlds can be a way of getting across short pieces of information in a more student-friendly environment. These can be created and placed on my web-page for concept review, or for those students who may have been absent and can view a particular concept online prior to coming to class the following day.

Another use of Alice would be to have students create their own Accounting “themed” worlds for use in the classroom for test reviews.